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TRIUMPH OF AMERICAN lU�VESTERS IN AUSTRIA·· 

THE ENGLISH EX;HIBITORS llACX OUT OF THE 
COMPETI'UON. 

The result of the trials of the mowing and reaping mao 
chines, recently held at the Vienna Eltposition, is 'a s ubstan. 
tial and unequivocal triumph for the American inventions. 
We print elsewhere a full account of the experiments, ex' 
tracted from the page of our English contemporary JJJngi
neering, a report which we have purposely selected in pre· 
ference to many at hand from American correspondents, in 
order that our readers may have before them the acknowl. 
edgement of the victory as dictated by the most adversely 
prl'judiced of all observers. 

It will be noted that the tests were confined to American 
machines in a large majority-in fact, we might adJ, exclu
sively, for the German devices entered were merely German 
imitat.ions of Eugli�h copies of American original�. The 
British manufacturers were conspicuous by their absence, 
declining to compete for no reason that we are able to dis· 
cover, other than that, after comparing their machines with 
those from this country, they considered their defeat a fore
gone Cbnclusion. Their machines, presumably of the best 
types made, were entered for competitio'l: and accordiug to 
their own showing, the circumstances of the trials were par. 
ticularly favorable for them. But in spite of all their facili
ties for improved construction, in spite of their much vaunted 
progreRs in agricultural machinery, and in spite of medals 
and honors innumerable, won in domestic expositions, the 
English makers have fairly and squarely backed down, and 
this ou a simple inspection of the American exhibit. 

Engineering makes an ineffectual attempt to gloss over 
the fact by disparaging the nature of the trial and conse
ql1ently the ability of our machines to perform difficult 
work; but conveniently forgets that the same conditions 
were free to the devices of its own c01lDtry. It seems to us that 
it would have been much more just and fair for the English 
e:l\:hibitors to have taken part in the ordeal, and sustained, if 
need be, an honorable defeat,l'ather than to permit the inferi
ority of their products to stand puhlicly confessed by a de
liberate and cowardly withdrawn from the contests. The 
part taken by our contemporary in decrying an honestly won 
success is neither generous nor graceful, nor ie the clumsy 
subterfuge of ignorance, manifestly advanced in order to 
a void a candid admission of superior merit, one worthy of a 

journal supposed to be upright and unprejudiced in its 
opinions and dealings. 

----...... ------
TOWING SAILING VESSELS. 

" Suppose a tug tows a sailing vessei at the rate of three 
knots an hour: would the vessel be propelled at the same 
speed, if the engines and propeller of the tug were placed in 
her?" This is a question recently asked by one of our cor· 
respondents; hnd we propose to give the answe� at greater 
length than would be convl'nient in the columns devoted to 
" Answers to Correspondents." 

When a vessel moves through the water, it encounters reo 
sistance: 1st. The resistance of the midship section, which 
is inrluenced by the form of the bow lines, it being a well 
known fact that a wedge-shaped body is more easily forced 
through the water than a'blunt ended one with the same 
immE'rsed cross section. 2nd. The skin resistance, which 
depends upon the amount of immersed surface of the vessel. 
Both forms of resistance are also depend ent upon the speed 
of the vessel, the resistance offered by tho water to the ves· 
S81'� passage varying ab'Jut as the square of the velocity. It 
will be seE'n, t'Jen, that however the vessel is fO"ced through 
the water, whether by power applied at the bow, such as 

the action of a tow rope, or by the motions of a wheel con
nected with itself, there is a definite amount of resistance to 
be overcome, to produce any given speed. If the vessel is 

being towed by a tug, the motive power must overcome the 
resistance of the tug, in addition to that of the vessel; so 
that, if the engine and propeller were removed from the tug 
to the vessel. the resistance to be overcome would be lessened 
by the amount offered by the tug. It does not follow, how. 
ever, that the vessel would go faster than before, or even as 
fast, under these new cOl�itions. The propeller works i,n a 
yielding medium, and does not utilize all the pOW61' imparted 
to it by the engines. Part of the power g<iles to propel the 
vessel, and part is expended on slip, which produces no u�e
ful effect. It is well known that the propeller must be 
adapted to a v"ssel; and it might happen that, in changing 
the machinery from the tug to the salling vessel, we sho'.lld 
give the latter a propeller that was not suitable; so that the 
slip of the wheel would be increased, and she would not go 
as fast as before, with the same expenditure of power. In 
general, the propeller would not be adapted to its new po
sition, for there is ordinarily a great differen.:e in the huns 
of steamers and sailing vessels. Tug boats, as usually con· 
�tructed, have another advantage over �ailing vessels, in 
their capacity for util:zing the power imparted to their 
wheels. Our readers have doubtless noticed that the siern 
of a tug is constructed to overhang the immersed hull. The 
effect of this projection is to partially confine the water 
jJ:!rown up by the propeller in its revolution, tLus creating a 
more solid medium for the action of the screw. The under 
part of the overhanging porti'Jn is also made in the form of 
an inclined plane, and the effect of the concussion of the 
water thrown up is to force the tug ahead. If the propeller 
were transferred to the sailing vessel, and given the same 
immersion as before, the loss of this overhanging portion 
would be perceived at once by the increased slip. We con
clude, then, that, under the ordinary circumstances which 
occur in practice, the effect of changing the motive power 
and propeller to the sailing yessel would be to decrease the 
SPeed. It may be interesting' to cOll{lider whether there. are 
any conditions under which this transfer could be made to 
ad vantage. 

' 

Suppose the tug were secured behind the sailing vessel so 
as to form virtually au addition to the length of the latter: 
it is evident that it would propel the vessel quite as well as 
if it were in advance, and employed a tow rope. Now con
ceive the stem of the vessel to be cut down, so as to be ex
actly similar to the stem of the tug, and a transfer of ma
chinery to be made. Then it is reasonable to assume that 
the propeller would be as effective as before, and that the 
vessel would now go somewhat faster, since the rellistauce 
to the motion of th'Ol tug would no longer be encountered. 

We do not think that this matter has ever been investiga. 
ted by actual experiment. We have endeavored to lay down 
clearly the principles governing the case so as to point to 
reasonable conclusions. As our readers know, however, 
stubborn facts have often overturned many finely construct. 
ed theories, which were defective on aecount of not noting 
all the data; and we do not claim 'to give an infallible opin
ion. The question under discussion has been often pro
pounded, eliciting a variety of answers; and we have thought 
it well to treat the matter somewhat at length on account of 
the many intere5ting points involved in its consideration. 

------------�.-.. � ... ------------

LIGH;TNING RODS, 

Perhaps one of the most fruitful sources of mischief is 
found in the practical application of imperfectly understood 
or incorrectly interpreted scientific theories. Inventors are 
not unfrel(uently misled by what they take to be scientific 
truths, because their unuerstanding of tht'm squares with 
some favorite idea. Take an illustration. Notwithstanding 
the reiterated statement, in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and 
other exponents of practical science, that it is impossible to 
utilize watp,r as a fuel, because it takes as much heat to de
compose it into oxygen and hydrogen as one can get from 
the rer-ombustion of these gases, men continue to waste 
their time in inventing apparatus to accomplish it. In other 
cases again, a misunderstanding d the principles involved 
may cause not only thtl waste of time aud en'lrgy, but the 
destruction of life and property. The construction of light. 
ning rods is a case in point. If the reader of the literature 
on the 8ubject happens to find the experiments of Professor 
Henry and others, he will note their conclusion that electric
ity of high tension passes along the su�face of bodies and 
n0t through their substance, and this wi� suggest to him 'to 
increase the surface of h's lightning rods at the expense of 
their solidity, by making them bollowtubes of. gre:;tter diam· 
eter. Or, perhaps, he will recollect that in all electrical 
measurements of conductivity, as for example in testing" 
submarine cables or telegraph wires, the conducting power 
is iu proporti(ln to the thickness of the wire, and he will 
find it difficult to reconcile the two principles. The differ· 
ence in the nature of the two kinds of electricity, powever, 
will easily explain it. By means of an electrical machine 
we obtain a very small quantity of electricity at a time, but 
it is under great pressure; the moment it is delivered there. 
fore, its self repellent nature causes it to fly off towards the 
surface of any conductor. This was the kind of electricity 
experimented upon by Professor Henry. On the other hand 
we have means for developing large quantities of electricity 
having very little tension or pressure, which will conse· 
quently flow quietly through a wire in a lllass eufficiently 
gr�at to permeate its whole substance. Professor Morton 
very aptly compares the former kind to the water in a hy. 
draulic press; it is under enormous pressure, but extremely 
little is delivered at every stroke of the pump. Tho lattE'r 
kind, on the other hand, would resemble a large mass of 
watt'r, such as a river or a .canal, slowly flowing along with, 
so little" head" as to be incapable of breaking down the 
slightest obstacle or projection of its banks. NQW of which 
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kind is the electricity of a thunder cloud? Manifestly of 
both; it is there under high pressure, and at the same time 
a cloud, say a square mile in area, would contain a vast 
quantity. It follows from this that, although considerable 
surface is an advantage, it should not be obtained by a !laC
rifice of solidity. 

In 1823, Gay Lussac presented a report to the French 
Academy of Sciences, in which the most advantageous man
ner of constructing lightning rods is described in detail. It 
is from this source, and from a SUbsequent report by Pouil
let in 1854, that the text'books on the subject have chiefly 
drawn their. information. The following are tl>e principal 
points of interest there stated and subsequently developed 
by experience: 

The object being to make so good a passage for the light
ning to the ground as to remove all danger af its leaping to 
some conductor in the h{luse, the end of the rod �hould be 
sunk deep enough to reach moist soil. The greatest care 
must be taken not to have any break in the conductiviiy. 
As it is inconvenient to manufacture or transport the rods 
in one piece, the different parts must be in intimate connec
tion when they are put up; it is best to have them soldered 
and the joints protected from the air and moisture. 

. 

If moist soil cannot be struck, the end of the rod should 
branch out in various directions to insure a speedy dissemi
nation of the electricity in the ground. The materIal most 
generally used in constructing the rods is iron, but the 
point is best made of copper. Platina was at first recom
mended, because it is unaltered by the action of the atmos· 
phere; but copper is so much better a conductor of electric
ity that it is now preferred. Whenever a thunderbolt 
struck a platina joint, it almost invariably melted it, while 
copper would mostly conduct the electriCity so fast as to 
prevent melting. Its greater cheapness is, of course, another 
and not inconsiderable advantage. Sir W. Snow Harris, F. 
R. S., states that a copper rod of one inch in diameter, or 
an equal quantity of copper under any other form, will re
sist the effect of any discharge of lightning hitherto experi
enced. The reason for terminating lightning rods in a point 
is as follows: When a thunder cloud highly charged with 
positive electricity comes up. it repels the positive elt etricity 
of all bodies on the surface of the earth coming within its 
influence, and causes negative electricity' to accumulate in 
them. This is callfld induction, and it always tokes place 
befor<l a discharge. Now, it has been discovered that, when 
electricity is accumulated in a body in this manner, it can 
most readily escape by sharp points because in them it 
meets with the least resistance. A lighted candle held near 
the prime conductor of an electrical machine furnished with 
a point will be nearly blown out by the .current of air }lro
duced by the escape of the electricity. Lightning rods are 
therefore provided with sharp points to allow the accumu
lated negative fluid to pass off readily into the aL' and neu
tralize the positive fluid of the thunder cloud. 

It was supposed by Charles and Gay Lussac that a light
ning ),od protected an area whose radius was double the 
hight of the rod extending above the building, but this rule 
is no longer reliable by reason of the extensive use of metals 
in the shape of pipes, etc., in the construction of the build
ings of our day. When electricity finds �everal paths to 
the ground, it will prefer the best, it is true; but some por
tion will also pass along the poorer conductors. If, there
fore, any metallic substances lie within the area supposed 
to be protected, they are in Elanger of being struck. This is 
especially true where the lightning has a chance to jump to 
the gas and water pipes of a building. It is a good plan to 
connect these pipes with the lightning rod; if the rod is 
struck, the electricity will then have an excellent path into 
the ground and will be rapidly diffused over the vast under
ground network of pipes. The danger to the inmates of the 
hGuse of being struck from these pipes is less than that of 
receiving a shock from the povrerful induced currents, liable 
to be developed in them, if unconnected, during a thunder
storm. 

Houses constructed entirely of iron manifestly stand in no 
need of lightning rods at all, because the electric fluid, on 
striking so good a conductor, would rapidly diffuse itself in 
all directions and flow into the ground, prOVided, of course, 
that the construction of the building is-such as to allow its 
free escape. If on the contrary any obstacles oppose the 
free passage of the electricity into the ground, such build
ings become highly dangerous and utterly unsafe, for the 
storage of inflammable material, from the tendency of the 
lightning to leap across the interior o{ the rooms. When
ever, therefore, the iron portion of the building does not ex
tend clear down into the ground, prudence would command 
the establishment of a snfficient ground connection on every 
side by means of metallic rods. 

People are apt to be indifferent whether their houses and 
storell are provided with lightning rods or not, and are 
always ready to give an example where some building so 
provided was .struck in spite of its protection. Such cases 
have undoubtedly occurred,8nd they are often quoted by the 
old fashioned" practical men" with much satisfaction, be
caUStl they hail in them what they are pleased to call the 
victory of their sound common sense and the discomfiture of 
the scientific man. This class iI', however, rapidly diminish
ing in numbers llllder the influence of the extensive diffu
sion of scientific education among the people by popular lec
tures at\d by the press. It may be well to assure unbelievers 
that the efficacy of the lightning rod is no longer an open 
q nestion, and that any failures are attributable to bungling 
or ignorant col1struction. It would be an easy matter to 
multiply statistics in proof of the assertion; but none would 
carry with them more foroo than the following statement ob· 
tained from the records of the British navy � 
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Formerly the annual damage to ships by lightning In. 
valved an expense of $30,000 to $50,000. Between 1810 and 
1825, no l"s8 than thirty. five sail of the line hnd thirty. five 
frigates and smaller vessels were completely disabled; and 
in 200 cases recorded, 300 seamen were either killed or in· 
jured. When the ligh"ning rod was introduced, every mast 
was furnished with a capacious conductor permanently fixed 
and connected with bands of copper passing through the 
sides of the ship under the deck beams, and with large bolts 
leading through the keel and keelson, and including, by 
other connections, all the principal metallic masses employed 
in the construction of the hull (Harris). Since the adoption 
of this arrangement, " it appears that damage by lightning 
has positively vanished from the records of the navy." In 
one case, while the small frigate Conway was under refit 
in the harbor of Port Louis, �he topgallant masts were down 
on the deck, and a small spar, not having a conductor, was 
substituted for the time to support the pennant. A thunder· 
storm came up and the spar was shivered to atoms. No 
further d amage was done, however; for the conductor on 
t�topm�st bel.ow the spar immediately carried off the ter· 
rific flash. No further examples are needed to prove that a 
lightning rod, clJnstructed according to the principles set 
;forth, is a protector to life and property. 

-------------.� .• � ... -------------

RECENT METEORIC INVESTIGATIONS, 

On the tenth of the present month, the earth passed 
through the first of the two great rivers of meteors which 
intersect its orbit; and on November 13 or 14 it will encoun' 
ter another shower of shooting stars, of equal magnitude. 
The band recently traversed, known in ancient times as the 
Tears of St, Lawrence, is about 10,948,000,000 miles in its 
greatest diameter, and 4,043,350 miles wide at the point of 
the earth's crossing. 

Probably the most recent investigations into the nature of 
the erratic masses which constitute these vast belts are those 
made by Father Ferrari and others in the fall of last year, 
recently published in Le8 Monde8. They are based principal· 
ly upon �he observation of a remarkably brilliant aerolite, 
which fell near Orvinio, in Italy, during the latter part of 
August, 1872. The course of the body was from the south. 
ward and eastward, it appearing at first quite small and 
emitting a reddish light which gradually increased in bril· 
liancy, leaving behind a misty train. Suddenly the boEde 
flamed up apparently as largtl as the moon, and then instant· 
ly disappeared, a long cloud, of serpentine form, remaining 
in its place. About three minutes after, a violent explosion 
was heard, followed by two others of less intensity. From 
the point of first observation to that of its disappearance, 
the meteor traveled over a trajectory of 62 miles, and its al· 
titu 1e at thA beginning was measured at 30', corresponding 
to an elevation of about 114 miles. The first detonation 
teak place at a hight of 10'2 miles, and the final bursting in· 
to small fragments at a few hundred feet above the earth. 
The velocity of the mass was calculated at 32 '2 miles per 
second. 

In order to determine the amount of heat developed by 
the aerolite after entering our atmosphere, Schiapparelli's in. 
vestigations were employed. That astronomer has demon 
strated that, if a meteor enters the limits of the earth's at. 
mosphere at a minimum velocity of 9'6 miles per second. 
when it has arrived at a point where the atmospheric press' 
ure is at '36 inch, it will have already lost tf of its velocity, 
and H� of its vi8 viva. It is evident, therefore, that so 
great a proportion of lost motion must be converted into 
enormous heat. Applying suitab:e formuloo to the case in 
point and assumiug the specific heat of the body to be '22 of 
1 ° centigrade, which is not far from the truth, it has been 
found that the augmentation of temperature, after plunging 
into the earth's atmosphere, would be 3,468,107'8° Fahren
heit, a degree far more than sufficient to explain the pheno
mena of light and heat, as well as of the explosion or total 
dispersion of immense masses. . 

A number of fragments of the meteorite above referrE'd 
to, quite small in every instance, were picked up and sub· 
jected to careful examination. The mass was crystalline, 
and formed of various substances. An angle was polished 
with difficulty, owing to the extreme hardness. An abund 
ance of malleable granules of nickeliferous iron were recog. 
nized. The interior of the fragments appeared porous, but 
outside they were covered with a pellicle of vitrified matter. 
Beyond the han above n.entioned, the greater part of the 
mass contained soluble silicates, principally those of mag�e. 
sium and of iron. From the fact that it has been noted that 
the meteors of the August and November showers, tra;:aling 
at the rate of from 36 to 40 miles per second, find an insur. 
mountable obstacle in the atmosphere, Schiapparelli has 
pointed out that only bodies of an enormous magnitude 
would be able to penetrate it and reach the surface of the 
earth in a fragmentary condition. Ferrari observes that, from 
this, it may be considered that the meteor he describes, hav. 
ing a veloci'y nearly equal to the above, must have been of 
tremendous size, and he notes, as a remarkable fact, that an 
unusual number of these bodies, ten in all,fell in Europe be. 
tween July and September of last year. 

The author states the result of his observations to accord 
with the following conclusions previously enunciated by 
Schiapporelli: 1. The intimate correlation between the com. 
ets, shooting stars, and meteoritps is now placed beyond 
doubt, and the immen�e ve'ocity observed in some meteor. 
i�es re:tlders it impossible to ascribe to them a planetary ori. 
gm; consequently the hypothesis of stellar origin is the 
most prota ble. 2. From this supposition, the masses come 
from no sing-Ie body, since divers cases demonstrate the fact 
that they J1rrive from totally different regions in stellar 

space. 3. The hypothesis admitted, it must follow that the 
chemical and molecular structure of the bodies of th,} u ni 
verse, situated in different positions, must be of similar na· 
ture to that of the meteorites themselves. 

The below giv�n views regarding the mineralogical struc· 
ture and composition of aeroliteS are It.scribed to Danbree, 
and are the results of examination both by spectral and 
chemical analysis: 1. Hundreds of analyses by the most 
eminent chemists prove that meteorites 1J0ntain no simple 
bojy unknown to our globe. 2. There have been recog· 
nized with certainty twenty.twu elements, given below in 
the descending order of their importance: Iron, magneEium, 
silicon, oxygen, nickel, cobalt, chromium, manganese, titon· 
ium, tin, copper, aluminum, potassium, sodium, calcium, 
arsenic, phosphorus, nitrogen, sulphur, chlorine, carbon, and 
hydrogen. It is a very curious fact that the three bodies 
which predominate in neady every meteorite, iron, silicon, 
and oxygen, are also thl)se which pJ'edominate in the earth. 
3. Meteorites have also many peculiar mineral compounds, 
principally native nickeliferous iron, sulphide of iron and of 
nickel (schriebersite) and sulphide of iron (troilite). Thpre 
are also common to the meteorites of the earth a great num' 
ber of combinations, similar not only in chemical compo�i. 
tion but even in crystalline form. 4. Meteorites indicate in 
a measure the temperature at their formation, and that by 
which they are caused to disaggregate. 5. Lastly, these 
bodies dAmon strate the existence of innumerable masses 
dissemi'hated through the remotest regions of �pace. which 
would be completely unknown were it not for their sudien 
and splendid apparitions .. 

--�--------__ .H'.�' •• ____________ _ 

LEAD POISONING AND ITS TREATMENT. 

CaSAS of lead poisoning are becoming more frequent now 
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lation. Pallor oI the skin, contraction of the liver, and di
minished quantity of urine are all referable to these causes. 
The asthma with lead poisoning is characterized by pain.in 
the breast bone and difficulty of breathing, which, however, 
is not because the entrance of the air is obstructed, but be· 
cause the blood does not come in contact with the air. Par. 
alysis is one of the effects of a disturbance in the blood ves
sels. 

In the treatment of lead patients, tee pain must be relieved 
by the use of chloroform or chloral; opiates are to be avoided, 
as thq produce constipation. The lead salts mu<,� be ex· 
pelled from the digestive canal, and the cOllstipation reo 
lieved; both these ale best accomplished by drastIC purga· 
tives. The incrusted particles of lead, which remain at. 
tached to the walls of the intestines, must also be removed; 
and for this purpose, the use of sulphur is recommended, 
after purging, so as to convert the lead into the insoluble 
eulphide of lead, which can then be removed by cathartics. 
Insoluble lead salts, which still remain in the system, are 
best removed by administering iodide of potasdum, which 
carries (>ff the lead thro)lgh the urine. Lead workers wholse 
skin absorbs the poison should protect themselves by the 
use of salt baths. In France, Labarraqu(·'s solution (hypo. 
cblorite of potash) is used for this purpose; and to tlJis 
should Le added an excess of carbona:e of soda. These 
baths are more useful than mere soap baths; and the bather, 
while in the water, must rub himself thoroughly. Instead 
of Labarraque's solutinn the following may be employed: 15 

ounces chloride of lime, and 30 ounces crystallized carbonate 
of soda, dissolved in 10i quarts of water. 

------------- .� .•. � .•• -------------

The PerlnellbiUty oCCast and Rolled Iron to Gases. 
Both these kinds of iron are permeable to hydrogen' and 
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of the pipe and protect the water from the metal. Zmc ves· d t . h d . l' t t d . . . . . ene , cas Iron c ange ill erysta Ille s ruc ure, an meteor. sels cant am lead, and whIle III some countrIes the law limlts l't h ted It t' . t f f . 
the uantit of lead to ten er cent, even six er cent is a l es are ea near y a ,Ie pam 0 • u8IOn.. . . . 
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In all these cases, the inn mass retams sevf'ral times ItS raug t w t anger o· ea . orse atr an ill are 1 f h d . 
d d bI k . hI d th 1 b 1 dl II 

va ume 0 y ragen, carburetted hydrogen or carboUlc ye ac WIt ea ; e aces worn y a es, as we as 'd 
their cosmetics and hair dyes, contain lead. N a doubt many OX1 e. 

vVhile, on one hand, this action corresponds to that where 
cases of colic, whose origin seems shrouded in mystery, were blister steel is formed, on the other it closely resembles the caused by lead in the solde! of metallic vessels or the glazing so· called alloying of palladium with hydrogen, the gas as· of stone ones. The foil used in wrapping tea and tobacco suming a new physical condition. 
causes lead poisoning, and so do the granules of lead that The writer has It'arned that this interesting fact has been are sometimes left in tin cans and jars. An old soldier ha,s misnnderstooil so far as to lead to the belipf tllat cast iron is 
been known to suffer severely from using IAaden sl�ot; and porous when heated, and allows these gases to pass through 
the workmen in glass houses where lead saIts are used are castings; and in case of furnaces in use for heating dwellings, similarly troubled. Even type setters are occasionally pais· the hydrogen compounds and carbonic oxide, produced in oned by handling type made of ou alloy of lead. Many imperfect combustion, pass through the iron and enter the 
other ways may be mentioned in which lead is introduced 
into the human syatem, but these must sutRce' for the pres. 

air chamber, flowing with the heated air into apartments. 
Such conclusions are wholly destitute of proof, as this 

ent. action takf'S place, in carilfully conducted experiments, only Whatever may be the cause of lead poisoning, it is certain at very high temperatures, and involves molecular changes 
that it is generally observed in summer when the heat in the iron. It would now be novel and disheartening to 
favors the colic. Lead may be taken up by the digpstive learn that cast iron gas retorts, heated red hot for months 
and the respiratory organs and through the skin, principally and constantly containing c .rbonic oxide and hydrogen cum. 
by the former, even in the case of insolubl13 salts, which pro· pounds, allowed the gas to pass through thEi metal even 
bably dissolve in the gastric juices. Indeed some writers under pressure. Those wbo have had chemical experience 
claim that cases produced by lung ab�oJption are caused by with cast iron vessels highly heated, holding these gases, salts deposited in the pharynx. The most striking symptom will not believe that iron has of late gained new properties. 
of lead poisoning is the peculiar color of the gums, and this Those who use cast iron furnaces for warming may sleep is not due, as has been supposed, to the deposit of little par· quietly, if they are assured that all joints are tight. ticles of lead which are then acted upon by sulphureted A. A. H. hydrogen. It is rather one symptom of the general phe. 
nomeno'n, for it appears whether lead is taken inwardly or 
lead water is used on distant parts of the body. 

Lead colic is usually preceded by indigestion. The size 
of the liver diminishes; and after the use of powerful ca· 
thartics, it becomes normal, and then contracts again. The 
nervous symptoms caused by lead poisoning are of seven 1 
kinds, sllch as paralysis of the muscles, slpepiness, convul· 
sions, blindness, and pain in the back bone; while on the 
other hand, insensibility Rnd deafness may resul!. The skin 
on the back of the hands swells up as in gout. Albumen in 
urine is a most common occurrence, but the most striking 
symptom is anromia, or lack of blood. Distention of the 
veins is frequently observed, and ulceration of the bones is 
not an infrequent consequence of lead poisoning. 

While lead has so many ways of entering the system, there 
are v6ry few ways for it to pass off. Little or no lead is 
secreted in the urine, except when it contains albumen, and 
there is very little l�ad in the perspirat:on. It seems that 
the metal is df>posited where it is absorbed. When soluble 
lead �alts are taken, an albuminate of the metal is formed; 
while insoluble salts, as before stated, settle upon the walls 
of the organs and are protected from absorption into the 
system. This explains the fact that lead workmen are 
sometimes attacked with colic long after they have aban
doned their dangerous calling, the accumulated lead being 
very gradually dissolved and absorbed. 

When lead produces indigestion, it is due to the lead's 
stopping the ac�ion of the digestive fluid. When digestion 
ceases, colic begins, which is the result of the local action 
of the lead upon the intestines, for it does not occur when 
absorI*ion takes place in another way. The change of size 
in the liver is dependent upon changes in the vascular sys
tem. Just aR' far as this whole system comes under the in
fluence of the poison, anromia takes place, "ith chills, loss 
of elasticity in the arterie!!, and diminished capillary circu. 
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.--------�.� .. � ... -------------

ELECTRO. DEPOSITION OF ALUMINUM.--John A. Jean�on, 
�ewport, Kentucky, is the author of the· following process: 
Dissolve the desired salt of aluminum or a double salt of 
aluminum and potassium, sodiulll, etc., in distilled water, 
and concentrate to 20° Baume, (at 50° Fahrenheit.) The 
battery used is either four pairs of Smee's zinco·platinum or 
three Bunsen's zinco.carbon, the elements connected for inc 
tensity. The solution is heated to 140° Fahrenheit, slightly 
acidulated, and a plate of aluminum is attached to the neg
ative wire in working. 

-------------....... �.-----

At Mont Clair, N. J., recently, the rods on a dwelling 
house were struck by lightning and the fluid passed off into 
the ground, thence upon a gas pipe near the terminal of the 
rod, to an air. gas carbonizer, located a short distance from 
the house. 'fhe gas apparatus was blown up, but no other 
damage was done. 

-------------4.� .• �,�. __ -----------

OPERATIONS OF THE CANADIAN PATENT OFFICE --From 
the 12th of February to the 8th of April, 1873, ahuost two 
months, one hundred and sixty. four patents were grafited 
in Canada, of which eighty. five were lssued to citizens of 
the United States. 

-------------.�,.� ... ------�----

Dr. TOBIAS' VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT.-Accoriling to 
the analysis of SchAedler, published in the Berlin Industrie 
BlattEr, a bottle of this celebrated liniment contains 1 ounce 
ammonia, half an ounce camp}lOr, 1 ounce tincture of Span. 
ish pepper, 7 ounces alcohol, 2 ounces water. 

------------� ........ � ... -------------

AT the close of 1872, there were in operation in the United 
States 67,104 miles of railroads, operated by 436 different 
companies. Average cost permile, $55,116. Average divi· 
pends, 3'91 per cent. 
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